
“DENSEN” DVD Magic Disc 
 
Intro: 
After using this new DVD magic disc by “DENSEN” from “Ambient Acoustics” 
Singapore, I realized that I got back that lost full sonic realisation and music 
enjoyment from my 7.1 audio system. It actually broke the magnetic field and 
its negative effects on sound. Musical DVD experiences were so great that I 
could focus 100% on the music, its arrangements and its performance. 
This DVD De-magic is a must for all Home Theatre enthusiasts. It has 
incredible cleaning capability. The cleaning effects simply have to be heard to 
be believed. It optimizes my audio system for the best listening experience.  
As I played it, it’s 360 degrees sound effects was amazing; movements of 
surround effects (spaciousness) were most precise, continuously creating 
electronically generated conceptual image space. It gave me the feel of 
increased and enhanced involvement with the recorded performance. 
This is the best DVD disc I have ever used for my audio maintenance. 
I believe that with proper care and attention given to any audio system, both,  
music and movie sounds should provide a lifetime of enjoyment and 
satisfaction. It’s the most excellent unique maintenance disc available today. 
 
How to use it: 
Just place the DVD magic disc in your DVD player, set the volume to normal 
listening levels and just press the play button (wait until process is finished). 
Approximately three minutes after you press the play button your system will 
sound much better, meaning a much cleaner musical instruments and vocal 
details, cleaner music dynamics, improved soundstage and more transparent. 
This is from my experience with my home audio system. 
 
What can it do? 
It cleans the entire signal path; by means of sending a series of complex 
algorithm signals through your audio system which then removes the (MID).  
Magnetism gets built up during playbacks and the results is magnetically 
induced distortion gets into your audio system, this degrades the audio signal.  
 
What causes MID? 
Electronic parts like capacitors and resistors contain small amounts of 
magnetic forces. Because of Direct Current leakage from most electronic 
equipments, these forces will gradually be orientated in one direction. 
Sooner or later this affects the high frequency signal transfer through the 
whole audio system and it lowers the audio quality of the playback sound. 
 
The Difference in Playback: 
The difference listening to music after demagnetising is that, the clarity of 
texture and finely nuanced dynamics hence artistic realism, it lifted up to new 
elevation. It also presented a stable and accurate image when played back in 
5.1 and even more interesting with my “Denon” AVC A1 SR. 7.1 processor. 
 
Additional job performance: 



DVD magic disc (demagnetising track) can also be used to break-in new 
equipment by repeating the demagnetising track continuously. I have used it 
for speakers, amplifiers, audio cables and DVD players. It’s much quicker 
then using Acoustic music playbacks and Pink Noise and it’s true that it’s 
magic. 
 
Summary: 
Playback De-magic Track: 
DVD magic cleaned up the magnetically induced distortion completely in my 
7.1 audio system. It actually recreated the musical event and placed me in the 
best possible listening position. 
It was a joy listening to it after the cleaning up session. 

 
Review Quotes: 
Interesting positive reviews by Hi-Fi choice, Hi-Fi plus and Lyd & Bilde. 
All about “DENSEN” Pre-Amps, Integrated, Power Amps, Mono Blocks, CD- 
Player, Tuner and the impressive user-friendliness “Gizmo” remote control. 
 
 Densen Products: 
It was interesting to learn of this new technology “Zero Feedback” by 
“Densen”.  To me, it means one up from the other brands. I believe it was 
created to fulfill dreams in Hi-Fi and Home Theatre sound. 
 
De-Magic Explained: 
DC leakage from all electronic equipment which affects the audio signal 
transfer through the entire audio system was explained extremely well. 
 
Densen’s Philosophy: 
It’s just like music. Composed from the heart to express passion and 
emotions. It’s an Art. Musical experiences were so great that you actually 
forget everything and focus 100% on the music you are listening to. 
 
Densen’s Mission Statement: 
Looks like they will not compromise but only give you the best. 
It’s all about, out of this world musical experience with Hi-Fi & Surround 
Sound Systems. 
 
A personal assessment by: 
Alphonso Soosay 
Audio Recording Engineer / Musician 
Perth. WA. 
  
 
 
 


